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Description
There was a great job done in CocoMUD's code to port the translation to Spanish. There remains a couple of entries that are still in
English, due to the fact that no Spanish project existed on CocoMUD. This is now fixed, so I suggest a task with no time constraint.
We now have a Spanish project in CocoMUD, es . For the CocoMUD's projects, the English version is on the CocoMUD client (the
main project), sub-projects are for other languages (like fr). It is not possible to alter the language of a project on Redmine while
maintaining the language of separate projects, although users can select a default language to see Redmine in a more friendly way.
With a full Spanish project, there are two things that could be done:
1. Update the few entries that remain in English, in the translations/es catalog. See for instance "translations/es/ui/dialog/bug.yml"
where the message and URL could be updated (for the URL you will need to specify the project ID of es , you might try various
numbers and see if the project is selected when you open the URL).
2. The next task is more complicated: the wiki pages on es should be translated as well. Now, that's a lot of work, and I advise you
to not do it at all, working extensively on translation isn't the most fun and the documentation isn't that light. The Builds page in
particular is extremely long as it lists all builds of CocoMUD and new features. You do not need to translate it, we could leave
the previous versions in English and only add Spanish for the new releases. To be discussed.
Associated revisions
Revision e5a2b431 - 12/06/2018 11:51 AM - Francisco Del Roio
Fixed translations for bug #143.
Changed urls in the spanish translation.
- Now they point to the "ES" project in place of the main ones.
Revision 7b26a6de - 12/06/2018 12:31 PM - vincent-lg
Merge pull request #7 from francipvb/i143
Fixed translations for bug #143
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